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House Keeping

Experiencing delays?

Try closing out the other programs running 
on your computer.

2

Questions?
Use chat function. Post to 
Everyone.

Audio
You control the 
volume. Mute when 
you’re not talking.

Full Screen 
When I share, your screen will go into full. 
Press ESC to get out of it.

.



Welcome!
Introductions
◦Name
◦ Please include your name & PGP on the name box on 

zoom.
◦One thing your excited about when teaching 

virtually. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This could be time consuming and I feel like most people might want to learn how to teach anatomy online. Perhaps we ask what will be the best thing about teaching anatomy virtually?



Objectives

• Build basic knowledge on sexual and reproductive 
health.
• Engage in interactive activities on anatomy, 
puberty and reproduction.

• Take home new activities and resources to teach 
your youth about anatomy, puberty and 
reproduction.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to be focusing on anatomy and reproduction – we understand that teaching virtual is brand new for every. Today we are spending our time learning and understanding the body parts, the functions, and the processes involved in reproduction (anatomical body parts, puberty allowing for reproduction, and reproduction itself).We know many of you have reported that your young people sometimes don’t come in with the basic knowledge of puberty and reproduction. These activities and discussions can be done BEFORE implementing the EBP if needed.



Agenda

•Welcome

•Anatomy & Physiology 
•Puberty & Reproduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will have lunch at noon and will have 2 breaks – one in the morning and 1 in the afternoon



GROUP AGREEMENTS

Please mute when not speaking

Try to find the most private and quiet 
place you can

If you’re on your phone, try not to answer 
call/texts that come in?

Be mindful of the language you use to type 
and respond to one another

Respect

ELMO

Don’t yuck my yum

Agree to disagree

Oops/Ouch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We always encourage you to create virtual group agreements with your youth as this topic is sensitive in nature! 



Icebreaker Poll

How would you rate what you were taught about sexual & 
reproductive health as a young person? 

1. Perfect :  Thorough, informat ive & non- judgmenta l .
2. Pretty good :  Got a lot  of  info,  but  I  s t i l l  had quest ions.
3. Meh :  Ok,  but  I  d idn ’ t  complete understand what I  learned.
4. Really bad :  I  received mis informat ion &/or i t  was taught/to ld to 

me in a sex-negat ive,  judgmenta l  way.
5. Non-existent:  I  wasn’ t  to ld  anyth ing & I  was d iscouraged f rom 

ask ing any quest ion.  



Let’s talk about language
Talking about these topics can be tough

Our goal: Cover the basics, while ensuring a safe space

We recognize a lot of work needs to be done regarding gender inclusivity in 
sexuality 

We welcome you to share your voice, experiences, and knowledge 

We will try our best to be comprehensive, and invite you to please share any 
suggestions on how we could do better

We might trip up; others might trip up. Please correct us & others if necessary 
and give us more current/accurate language or realities

“Name it & Claim it, and REFRAME it”

 * This content can be rooted in binary identities. However, WE understand that 
we are working towards a more inclusive language and spaces that affirm all 
identities.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick disclaimer: Can be triggering and anxiety producing talking about these topics (anatomy, puberty, and reproduction), especially for those who have had challenging, are struggling with identity, or who have had bad sexual experiences. So how do we cover the basics while ensuring we are creating a safe space for everyone and their valid experiences? For example, PGP during introduction – recognizing that everyone is at a different place with pronoun identity; we all have different experiences, and we want to be sure that we are interacting with one another in a way that is most comfortable for you. We know that a lot of work needs to be done regarding gender inclusivity in sexuality. We welcome you to share your voice, experiences, and knowledge. We will try our best to be comprehensive, and we invite you to please share any suggestions on how we could do better.   We might trip up, others might trip up. We ask for you to please correct us if necessary and give us more current/accurate language or realities “Name it & Claim it, and REFRAME it” Or, maybe move this right before Group Agreements as sort of a disclaimer as well as segue into establishing group agreements?We acknowledge that “medically accurate” language isn’t inclusive of all gender identities as it doesn’t allow the space to be and inclusive as where we are working towards being. With that said we invite and welcome you to share your inclusive language that will aid us in including all. 



ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anatomy – the structures, or body parts, involved in the reproductive and sexual health systemPhysiology – the functions of the structures and hormones of the reproductive and sexual health systemBrainstorm: What are some commonly used slang or simply incorrect terms for sexual/reproductive anatomy? (Record slang/incorrect terms on newsprint)Debrief: Any of these new to you?What do these terms convey about power/gender roles?



Activity: Everybody has Parts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the organs necessary for reproduction 



Epididymis
Prostate Gland
Bladder
Testicle
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Seminal Vesicle

Urethra Scrotum

Vas Deference

Penis



seminal vesicle
vas deferens
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Ovary

Uterus

Fallopian Tube

Cervix

Vagina





Vaginal Opening

Labia Majora

Clitoris

Anus

Labia Minora

Urethra
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PUBERTY



Changes Occur In The Body To..
Female bodied people Both Male bodied people

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe do a white board here?



What changes happen…
◦Physically
◦Socially
◦Emotionally 
◦Cognitively 



What is puberty?
Puberty is the period of human development 
during which an individual becomes capable of 
sexual reproduction
◦ Can become pregnant or fertilize an egg

Includes physical, emotional, social, and cognitive 
changes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOTS of things are changing, but this is a critical time as youth make that transition from childhood to adulthood. Totally normal, we all go through it, though everyone’s process is unique – from when it starts, how fast one develops, or part of development happen, how long it lasts!  Current research tells us that the brain is not fully developed until about 25 now, so there can be lots of things that continue to change even as a young person is considered to be an ‘adult’, but puberty is that time of rapid change, many things happening simultaneously and relatively quickly 



When does it happen?

 Typically begins between 8-12 years old

 Females often begin 1-2 years earlier than males

Lasts for several years, with rapid changes slowing 
down around 14 for females and 16 for males

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see here that females generally begin puberty about 2 years earlier than malesChanges occur for several years where you are seeing rapid change, but things begin slowing down around the ages of 14 for girls and 16 for boys – may be increases in height after this, especially for boys. Brain development can last through age 25, according to current research. So, this period of human development lasts a while! Before we are fully ‘adult’ – but the rapid changes generally occur over the course of a few years. But, everyone is different! Not just in terms of when it starts, but also how long or at what rate this stage of development lasts. In our programs, we can see that the boys are taller than the girls, maybe some girls have fully developed breasts, EVERYONE stinks….Boys voices may be cracking, some still have the squeaky voice, others have deep base in that voice! May see some beards growing for some boys. Lots of acne going around due to the overproduction of oil happening in the skin to compensate for the growth of the body & limps; keep that skin elastic!http://www.keepcalm-o-matic.co.uk/p/keep-calm-its-only-puberty-1/  ***bring up first two points then last one with image following



How does it happen?
Gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone, or GnRH begins 
being released by the brain.

Once this hormone reaches 
the pituitary gland in the 
brain, this gland begins 
sending signals to the 
ovaries and testes to start 
releasing sex hormones.



Intersex

A person born with a combination of male and 
female biological characteristics, such as 
chromosomes or genitals, that can make it difficult 
for doctors to assign their sex as distinctly as male 
or female

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-acknowledging Those who are born with reproductive parts that do not fall under predominate definitions of male or female (Let’s Talk About Sex: Crash Course Psychology #27); According to Planned Parenthood, about 1 in 100 individuals born in the US. It is a naturally occurring variation in humans and is not a medical problem



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Awareness of intersex conditions is growing.  In the past, when a baby was born intersex, doctors and the family would decide on a gender and raise the baby as that gender---either male or female.  Surgery would be done on the baby’s genitals and the child would be given male or female hormones as they went through puberty.  However, the gender picked didn’t always match the gender identity the young person grew up to have.More people are deciding to hold off on surgery and allow the intersex person to decide what they want to do when they’re old enough.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is TONS of variations of intersex Some intersex people have ambiguous genitalia or internal sex organs, such as a person with both ovarian and testicular tissues.  Others have a combination of chromosomes, like XXY. Some are born with what looks like totally male or totally female genitals, but their internal organs or hormones released during puberty don’t match



Reproduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the misconceptions of pregnancy??? (Brainstorm)Now that we have explore what changes occur in the body in order for an individual to become ready to reproduce, we are going to talk about the basics of how reproduction occurs – there can be a lot of confusion around how it happens, how it doesn’t happen; how you can prevent it/stop it from happening.



Pregnancy Misconceptions



How Sperm Meets Egg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YouTube has TONS of videos….here is one we wanted to share. This one is for educators



How Does Pregnancy Happen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are good for youthFrom Planned ParenthoodDo you want to insert an amaze video some where around here?



Resources (Online)
Planned Parenthood

http://www.plannedparenthood.org/
Answer

http://answer.rutgers.edu/
Kids Health

http://kidshealth.org/
Amaze

http://amaze.org/
Amaze Jr
https://amaze.org/jr/

Center for Young Women’s Health
http://youngwomenshealth.org/

Young Men’s Health
http://www.youngmenshealthsite.org/

ACT For Youth
http://actforyouth.net/sexual_health/

http://www.plannedparenthood.org/
http://answer.rutgers.edu/
http://kidshealth.org/
http://amaze.org/
https://amaze.org/jr/
http://youngwomenshealth.org/
http://www.youngmenshealthsite.org/
http://actforyouth.net/sexual_health/


Resources (Books)
Stephanie Mitelman (editor). Changes, Changes, Changes. Great 
Methods for Puberty Education. 2014. The Center for Family Life 
Education

Bruess, C.E. & Schroeder, E. Sexuality Education. Theory and Practice. 7th

Edition. 2018. ETR.

Hrris, R.H. & Emberley, M. It’s Perfectly Normal. Changing Bodies, 
Growing Up, Sex, and Sexual Health. 2009. Candlewick Press



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review any questions from parking lot and have a follow up plan



THANK YOU!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLEASE COMPLETE THE EVALUATION IN YOUR FOLDERS
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